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FACULTY MEMBERS FEEDBACK ON CURRICULUM, TEACHING-LEARNING, EVALUATION 

AND WELFARE OF THE COLLEGE 

This feedback is intended to collect information relating to your satisfaction towards the 

curriculum, teaching-learning and evaluation processes and welfare schemes in St. Joseph’s 

College (A), Jakhama. It is an endeavour undertaken to strengthen the quality of the teaching 

and learning process and the overall environment of the college, so as to achieve excellence 

as a learning institution. Your valuable feedback and inputs in this regard will be/is highly 

appreciated. 
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33. Additional Remarks (if any)  

         20 responses 

 

1. Kindly upgrade the PG library and canteen. 

2. There should be an aptitude test or proper review of students during admission to ascertain a 

student’s aptitude and capacity to learn the subject matter, particularly for subjects like 

mathematics, physics and chemistry. 

3. There are many areas where we can work together to improve as a learning institution. 



4. With the increasing rate of inflation in the economy, I think it will be better for the management 

to look into the enhancement of the pay for all those who are working under the Institution. And in 

fact that will definitely boost the morale and increase the productivity of the people. And also it will 

be good if the Heavens Dew can be upgraded. 

 5.  Canteen needs to be upgraded, both infrastructure and the menu. Can start with a coupon 

system as well. 

6. Improvement of the library facilities expectations and mathematics department we want 

separate department place 

       7. A proper sick room is required when one needs to rest during off periods especially in times of   

           ill health. 

8. There should be proper delegation of powers and functions at all levels. 

9. No 

10. Very satisfied as an employee 

11. So far the Institution is doing well in many areas. As an important stakeholder, I would like to 

take this opportunity to bring these constructive suggestions to the concerned authority for the 

growth and well being of the institution) 

i. Need more focus on Human Resource Development: This can be done by formulation and 

implementing effective personnel policy, allocation of optimum resources, planning and organising 

more effective personnel development programmes/ courses/training or encouraging and 

providing required financial, material assistance/support to the personnel to attend more 

personnel development programmes, short and long term course, orientation, refresher courses 

elsewhere. 

ii. Allow flexibility in class time table to organise more practical activities which supplements the 

concepts learned in the classrooms. In this context, institution act as a facilitator. More interaction 

can be engaged with various parties interested or affected, surveys, field assignments/works, etc. 

which supplements the theoretical knowledge can be carried out conveniently. This can directly 

contribute to the ultimate goals of "student centric" education system. 

iii. Need reform in the existing admission policy 

iv. Allow more decentralisation- empowering Departments to carry out appropriate actions that 

can contribute to the overall growth of the institution. This would reflect the trust and confidence 

on the members of the Departments, believing in their knowledge, skills, abilities and 

competencies. Too much intervention, permission/approval requirements, takes away the 



enthusiasm of the members. This should definitely be in consonance with the Vision, mission and 

goals of the institution. 

v. Really in need of revision for sabbatical leave policy in accordance with the changing UGC/ 

Universities requirements, especially for course work completion and main research works. 

12. The college is excellent in many ways compared to other institutions of the state and region. 

13. Retaining policy for senior teachers and maintaining strong bond with the alumni. 

14. To build better human relations. Participatory management may produce better outcomes. 

15. College has given us the platform to explore our capability to work and serve. And I have 

excellent work satisfaction in this college. 

16. It can progress if we are ready to listen to others 

17. The college has the best infrastructure and other potential for excellence. In addition if 

possible, academic calendar, service rules and policy can be more systematic and abiding in 

fairness and welfare of all students, employees and management inspite of all the unavoidable 

shortcomings of the pandemic and lockdown inconveniences. 

18. I am happy and feel blessed to work in this institute. Scope for growth will always be there. If    

everyone comes together with a common purpose that is regarding the growth of the institute then 

this institute will grow a lot. My best wishes and prayers! 

       19. Gratuity should not form part of the salary. 

20. Salary revision as per the UGC norms. 

21. Everything is excellent except the distance. 

22. College with lots of potential to be the best quality driven institute in North east but I fear it will 

just remain a college with potential if the college doesn't revamp the entire system, I would 

recommend some of the following inputs: 

i. Follow the UGC student teacher ratio to ensure quality input and quality output. Some very 

recognised universities do also have big lecture halls with many students but their salaries 

compensate for it. 

ii. Increase in Manpower in the administrative office as it is the information centre of the college 

which impacts the proper flow of information within and outside the college. Example filling up 

exam forms is not necessarily teacher's duty. 



iii. Improve the canteen facility with increased man power and increase in capacity. As it is a 

revenue generating unit in the college it can be a source of revenue for the college. Healthy and 

quality food in the college canteen will increase the demand and revenue of the canteen.For 

example simple not so oily rice thali. 

iv. Better salary package for the teachers as the teachers get more experience they become a 

greater asset for the college and hence all the more reason to be retained with better salary as it 

is an important aspect of employee satisfaction and a happy employee is a reflection of a healthy 

college and a happy employee leads to enhanced and efficient performance. Better salary 

contributes to employee retention and less turnover. 

v. Entrance test before admission ensures quality students rather than first come first. We need to 

assess whether a student has an aptitude to study the particular course 

vi. Not to organise or entertain programs which are not included in the academic calendar. 

 

 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR VALUABLE FEEDBACK AND INPUTS 

 


